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1. Make sure structure is ready for installation. Place 18ga. continuous support onto structural framing and fasten with
     #10x1” DP3 pancake head fasteners at 12” O.C.
2. Place eave flashing over continuous support and fasten with #10x1” DP3 pancake head fasteners at 6” O.C. 
     Minimum 4” lap on eave flashings with approved sealant in-between laps. 24” minimum flashing length.
3. Install panels and engage panel hem onto nose of eave flashing. Leave the required gap to allow for thermal expansion
     and contraction. Carefully crimp panel hem closed using hand seamers.
4. Apply a bead of approved sealant on the vertical seam of the panel before installing the next panel. 



1. Make sure structure is ready for installation. Place 18ga. continuous support onto structural framing and fasten with
     #10x1” DP3 pancake head fasteners at 12” O.C.
2. Place eave flashing over continuous support and fasten with #10x1” DP3 pancake head fasteners at 6” O.C. 
     Minimum 4” lap on eave flashings with approved sealant in-between laps. 24” minimum flashing length.
3. Install panels and engage panel hem onto nose of eave flashing. Leave the required gap to allow for thermal expansion
     and contraction. Carefully crimp panel hem closed using hand seamers.
4. Apply a bead of approved sealant on vertical seam of panel before installing the next panel. 
5. Install gutter behind face of the drip edge and fasten gutter hangers with self-sealing fasteners through eave flashing.



1. Make sure structure is ready for installation. Place 18ga. continuous support onto structural framing and fasten with
     #10x1” DP3 pancake head fasteners at 12” O.C.
2. Install metal wall panel per manufacturer’s instructions.
3. Apply 3/16”x7/8” butyl tape to Z closure with kick and install over wall panel using #10x1” DP3 pancake head fasteners 
     at 4” O.C. through butyl tape. Minimum 5 fasteners per panel.
4. Apply a bead of approved sealant behind the Z closure with kick at wall panel rib and tool in. 
5. Engage open hem of eave flashing onto wall panel Z closure and fasten with #10x1” DP3 pancake head fasteners 
     at 6” O.C. Minimum 4” lap on eave flashings with approved sealant in-between laps. 24” minimum flashing length.
6. Install panels and engage panel hem onto nose of eave flashing. Leave the required gap to allow for thermal expansion
     and contraction. Carefully crimp panel hem closed using hand seamers.
7. Apply a bead of approved sealant on vertical seam of panel before installing the next panel. 



1. Make sure structure is ready for installation. Place 18ga. continuous support onto structural framing and fasten with
     #10x1” DP3 pancake head fasteners at 12” O.C.
2. Install panel, field bend panel edge 90° to match Z closure height.
3. Install cleat on rake face and attach using #10x1” SD pancake head fasteners at 8” O.C. 
4. Apply 3/16”x7/8” butyl tape to Z closure and install over panel using #10x1” DP3 pancake head fasteners at 
     4” O.C. through butyl tape. Minimum 4” lap on Z closure with approved sealant in-between laps.
5. Install rake flashing by engaging onto cleat and Z closure. Minimum 4” lap on rake flashing with approved sealant 
     in-between laps. 24” minimum flashing length. Stagger laps between Z closure and rake flashings a minimum of 6”. 
6. Drill holes in rake flashing hem and Z closure using the correct size drill bit at 18” O.C.
7. Install stainless steel pop rivets through hem of rake flashing, attaching to Z closure, at 18” O.C.
8. Remove all swarf, filings, and debris from drilling immediately upon completion.



1. Make sure structure is ready for installation. Place 18ga. continuous support onto structural framing and fasten with
     #10x1” DP3 pancake head fasteners at 12” O.C.
2. Place rake flashing onto continuous support and fasten with #10x1” DP3 pancake head fasteners at 6” O.C. 
     Minimum 4” lap on rake flashings with approved sealant in-between laps. 24” minimum flashing length.
3. Fold panel edge using a WUKO bending tool (or similar) to create the open hem.
4. Install panel and engage panel hem onto nose of rake flashing. 
5. Carefully crimp panel hem closed using hand seamers.



1.   Make sure structure is ready for installation. Place 18ga. continuous support onto structural framing and fasten with
       #10x1” DP3 pancake head fasteners at 12” O.C.
2.   Install panel, field bend panel edge 90° to match Z closure height.
3.   Apply 3/16”x7/8” butyl tape to Z closure and install over panel using #10x1” DP3 pancake head fasteners at 
       4” O.C. through butyl tape.
4.   Apply 3/16”x7/8” butyl tape on backside vertical leg of sidewall flashing. Engage sidewall flashing over Z closure and
       attach to wall using threaded anchor screws at 16” O.C. through butyl tape. 
5.   Drill holes through sidewall flashing hem and Z closure using the correct size drill bit at 18” O.C.
6.   Install stainless steel pop rivets through hem of sidewall flashing, attaching to Z closure, at 18” O.C.
7.   Install reglet counter flashing into pre-cut reglet. 
8.   Apply backer rod and approved sealant, completely filling sawcut reglet, and tool in. 
9.   Remove all swarf, filings, and debris from area immediately upon completion.
10. Minimum 4” lap on all flashings with approved sealant in-between laps. 24” minimum flashing length.
11. Stagger laps between Z closure, sidewall, and counter flashings a minimum of 6”.



1.   Make sure structure is ready for installation. Place 18ga. continuous support onto structural framing and fasten with
       #10x1” DP3 pancake head fasteners at 12” O.C.
2.   Install panel, field bend panel edge 90° to match Z closure height.
3.   Apply 3/16”x7/8” butyl tape to Z closure and install over panel using #10x1” DP3 pancake head fasteners at 
       4” O.C. through butyl tape.
4.   Apply 3/16”x7/8” butyl tape on backside vertical leg of sidewall flashing. Engage sidewall flashing over Z closure and
       attach to wall using threaded anchor screws at 16” O.C. through butyl tape. 
5.   Drill holes through sidewall flashing hem and Z closure using the correct size drill bit at 18” O.C.
6.   Install stainless steel pop rivets through hem of sidewall flashing, attaching to Z closure, at 18” O.C.
7.   Install counter flashing using threaded fasteners at 24” O.C. 
8.   Remove all swarf, filings, and debris from area immediately upon completion.
9.   Minimum 4” lap on all flashings with approved sealant in-between laps. 24” minimum flashing length.
10. Stagger laps between Z closure, sidewall, and counter flashings a minimum of 6”.



1.   Make sure structure is ready for installation. Place 18ga. continuous support onto structural framing and fasten with
       #10x1” DP3 pancake head fasteners at 12” O.C.
2.   Install panel, field bend panel edge 90° to match Z closure height.
3.   Apply 3/16”x7/8” butyl tape to Z closure and install over panel using #10x1” DP3 pancake head fasteners at 
       4” O.C. through butyl tape.
4.   Apply 3/16”x7/8” butyl tape on backside vertical leg of sidewall flashing. Engage sidewall flashing over Z closure and
       attach to wall using threaded anchor screws at 16” O.C. through butyl tape. 
5.   Drill holes through sidewall flashing hem and Z closure using the correct size drill bit at 18” O.C.
6.   Install stainless steel pop rivets through hem of sidewall flashing, attaching to Z closure, at 18” O.C.
7.   Apply 3/16”x7/8” butyl tape on backside of counter flashing and attach using self-sealing threaded fasteners at 24” O.C. 
8.   Apply approved sealant above counter flashing caulk edge and tool in.
9.   Remove all swarf, filings, and debris from area immediately upon completion.
10. Minimum 4” lap on all flashings with approved sealant in-between laps. 24” minimum flashing length.
11. Stagger laps between Z closure, sidewall, and counter flashings a minimum of 6”.



1.   Make sure structure is ready for installation. Place 18ga. continuous support onto structural framing and fasten with
       #10x1” DP3 pancake head fasteners at 12” O.C.
2.   Install panel, field bend panel edge 45° to create box end. Do not cut panel ribs when folding box end.
3.   Apply 3/16”x7/8” butyl tape to Z closure and install over panel using #10x1” DP3 pancake head fasteners at 
       4” O.C. through butyl tape. Minimum 5 fasteners per panel.
4.   Apply a vertical bead of approved sealant behind the Z closure at panel rib and tool in. 
5.   Apply 3/16”x7/8” butyl tape on backside vertical leg of headwall flashing. Engage headwall flashing over Z closure and
       attach to wall using threaded anchor screws at 16” O.C. through butyl tape. 
6.   Drill holes through headwall flashing hem and Z closure using the correct size drill bit at 18” O.C.
7.   Install stainless steel pop rivets through hem of headwall flashing, attaching to Z closure, at 18” O.C.
8.   Install reglet counter flashing into pre-cut reglet. 
9.   Apply backer rod and approved sealant, completely filling sawcut reglet, and tool in. 
10. Remove all swarf, filings, and debris from area immediately upon completion.
11. Minimum 4” lap on all flashings with approved sealant in-between laps. 24” minimum flashing length.
12. Stagger laps between headwall and counter flashings a minimum of 6”.



1.   Make sure structure is ready for installation. Place 18ga. continuous support onto structural framing and fasten with
       #10x1” DP3 pancake head fasteners at 12” O.C.
2.   Install panel, field bend panel edge 45° to create box end. Do not cut panel ribs when folding box end.
3.   Apply 3/16”x7/8” butyl tape to Z closure and install over panel using #10x1” DP3 pancake head fasteners at 
       4” O.C. through butyl tape. Minimum 5 fasteners per panel.
4.   Apply a vertical bead of approved sealant behind the Z closure at panel rib and tool in. 
5.   Apply 3/16”x7/8” butyl tape on backside vertical leg of headwall flashing. Engage headwall flashing over Z closure and
       attach to wall using threaded anchor screws at 16” O.C. through butyl tape. 
6.   Drill holes through headwall flashing hem and Z closure using the correct size drill bit at 18” O.C.
7.   Install stainless steel pop rivets through hem of headwall flashing, attaching to Z closure, at 18” O.C.
8.   Install counter flashing using threaded fasteners at 24” O.C. 
9.   Remove all swarf, filings, and debris from area immediately upon completion.
10. Minimum 4” lap on all flashings with approved sealant in-between laps. 24” minimum flashing length.
11. Stagger laps between headwall and counter flashings a minimum of 6”.



1.   Make sure structure is ready for installation. Place 18ga. continuous support onto structural framing and fasten with
       #10x1” DP3 pancake head fasteners at 12” O.C.
2.   Install panel, field bend panel edge 45° to create box end. Do not cut panel ribs when folding box end.
3.   Apply 3/16”x7/8” butyl tape to Z closure and install over panel using #10x1” DP3 pancake head fasteners at 
       4” O.C. through butyl tape. Minimum 5 fasteners per panel.
4.   Apply a vertical bead of approved sealant behind the Z closure at panel rib and tool in. 
5.   Apply 3/16”x7/8” butyl tape on backside vertical leg of headwall flashing. Engage headwall flashing over Z closure and
       attach to wall using threaded anchor screws at 16” O.C. through butyl tape. 
6.   Drill holes through headwall flashing hem and Z closure using the correct size drill bit at 18” O.C.
7.   Install stainless steel pop rivets through hem of headwall flashing, attaching to Z closure, at 18” O.C.
8.   Apply 3/16”x7/8” butyl tape on backside of counter flashing and attach using self-sealing threaded fasteners at 24” O.C. 
9.   Apply approved sealant above counter flashing caulk edge and tool in.
10. Remove all swarf, filings, and debris from area immediately upon completion.
11. Minimum 4” lap on all flashings with approved sealant in-between laps. 24” minimum flashing length.
12. Stagger laps between headwall and counter flashings a minimum of 6”.



1. Make sure structure is ready for installation. Place 18ga. continuous support onto structural framing and fasten with
     #10x1” DP3 pancake head fasteners at 12” O.C.
2. Place valley flashing, centered in valley, and tack in place using a #10x1” DP3 pancake head fastener at 3’ O.C. 
     Minimum valley lap is 12” with two rows of approved sealant in lap. 24” minimum flashing length.
3. Apply 3/16”x7/8” butyl tape to offset cleat and install over valley flashing using #10x1” DP3 pancake head fasteners at 
     4” O.C. through butyl tape. 
4. Minimum 6” clean out between the center of the valley and offset cleat. 
5. Install panels and engage panel hem onto offset cleat. Leave the required gap to allow for thermal expansion and
     contraction. Carefully crimp panel hem closed using hand seamers.
6. Apply a bead of approved sealant on the vertical seam of the panel before installing the next panel. 



1.   Make sure structure is ready for installation. Place 18ga. continuous support onto lower structural framing and fasten
       with #10x1” DP3 pancake head fasteners at 12” O.C.
2.   Install lower panel, field bend panel edge 45° to create box end. Do not cut panel ribs when folding.
3.   Apply 3/16”x7/8” butyl tape to Z closure and install over panel using #10x1” DP3 pancake head fasteners at 
       4” O.C. through butyl tape. Minimum 5 fasteners per panel.
4.   Apply a vertical bead of approved sealant behind the Z closure at panel rib and tool in.
5.   Place 18ga. continuous support flashing over lower panels and fasten to upper structural framing with 
       #10x1” DP3 pancake head fasteners at 12” O.C. Continuous support must have slope.
6.   Engage transition flashing onto Z closure and fasten with #10x1” DP3 pancake head fasteners at 6” O.C.
       Minimum 4” lap on transition flashings with approved sealant in-between laps. 24” minimum flashing length.
7.   Apply 3/16”x7/8” butyl tape to offset cleat and install over transition flashing using #10x1” DP3 pancake head fasteners
       at 4” O.C. through butyl tape. 
8.   Install panels and engage panel hem onto offset cleat. Leave the required gap to allow for thermal expansion and
       contraction. Carefully crimp hem closed using hand seamers.
9.   Drill holes through transition flashing hem and Z closure using the correct size drill bit at 18” O.C.
10. Install stainless steel pop rivets through hem of transition flashing, attaching to Z closure, at 18” O.C.
11. Remove all swarf, filings, and debris from area immediately upon completion.



1. Make sure structure is ready for installation. Place 18ga. continuous support onto structural framing and fasten with
     #10x1” DP3 pancake head fasteners at 12” O.C.
2. Install panel, field bend panel edge 45° to create box end. Do not cut panel ribs when folding box end.
3. Install cleat on peak face and attach using #10x1” SD pancake head fasteners at 8” O.C.
4. Apply 3/16”x7/8” butyl tape to Z closure and install over panel using #10x1” DP3 pancake head fasteners at 
     4” O.C. through butyl tape. Minimum 5 fasteners per panel.
5. Apply a vertical bead of approved sealant behind the Z closure at panel rib and tool in. 
6. Install peak flashing by engaging onto cleat and Z closure. Minimum 4” lap on peak flashing with approved sealant 
     in-between laps. 24” minimum flashing length.
7. Drill holes in rake flashing hem and Z closure using the correct size drill bit at 18” O.C.
8. Install stainless steel pop rivets through hem of rake flashing, attaching to Z closure, at 18” O.C.
9. Remove all swarf, filings, and debris from drilling immediately upon completion.



1. Make sure structure is ready for installation. Place 18ga. continuous support onto structural framing and fasten with
     #10x1” DP3 pancake head fasteners at 12” O.C.
2. Place peak flashing onto continuous support and fasten with #10x1” DP3 pancake head fasteners at 6” O.C. 
     Minimum 4” lap on peak flashings with approved sealant in-between laps. 24” minimum flashing length.
3. Install panels and engage panel hem onto nose of peak flashing. 
4. Carefully crimp hem closed using hand seamers. 
5. Apply a bead of approved sealant on the vertical seam of the panel before installing the next panel. 



1. Make sure structure is ready for installation. Place 18ga. continuous support onto structural framing and fasten with
     #10x1” DP3 pancake head fasteners at 12” O.C.
2. Install panel, field bend panel edge 45° to create box end. Do not cut panel ribs when folding box end.
3. Apply 3/16”x7/8” butyl tape to Z closure and install over panel using #10x1” DP3 pancake head fasteners at 
     4” O.C. through butyl tape. Minimum 5 fasteners per panel.
4. Apply a vertical bead of approved sealant behind the Z closure at panel rib and tool in. 
5. Install hip or ridge cap by engaging onto Z closures. Minimum 4” lap on hip or ridge cap with approved sealant 
     in-between laps. 24” minimum flashing length.
6. Drill holes through hip or ridge cap hem and Z closure using the correct size drill bit at 18” O.C.
7. Install stainless steel pop rivets through hem of hip or ridge cap, attaching to Z closure, at 18” O.C.
8. Remove all swarf, filings, and debris from area immediately upon completion.



1. Make sure structure is ready for installation. Place 18ga. continuous support onto structural framing and fasten with
     #10x1” DP3 pancake head fasteners at 12” O.C.
2. Install panel, field bend panel edge 45° to create box end. Do not cut panel ribs when folding box end.
3. Apply 3/16”x7/8” butyl tape to Z closure and install over panel using #10x1” DP3 pancake head fasteners at 
     4” O.C. through butyl tape. Minimum 5 fasteners per panel.
4. Apply a vertical bead of approved sealant behind the Z closure at panel rib and tool in. 
5. Place metal air dam and Cor-A-Vent V600T or V600TE on top of Z closure. Tack in place using #10x1” DP3 pancake head
     fasteners at 3’ O.C. through Z closure.
6. Place ridge cap over Cor-A-Vent and attach to Z closure using hex-head fasteners with neoprene washers at 12” O.C.
     Minimum 4” lap on ridge cap with approved sealant in-between laps. 24” minimum flashing length.



1.   Make sure structure is ready for installation. Place 18ga. continuous support onto structural framing and fasten with
       #10x1” DP3 pancake head fasteners at 12” O.C.
2.   Install panel, field bend panel edge 45° to create box end. Do not cut panel ribs when folding box end.
3.   Apply 3/16”x7/8” butyl tape to Z closure and install over panel using #10x1” DP3 pancake head fasteners at 4” O.C.
       through butyl tape. Minimum 5 fasteners per panel.
4.   Apply a vertical bead of approved sealant behind the Z closure at panel rib and tool in. 
5.   Install aluminum lightning protection conductor using cable fasteners. Copper products cannot be used.
6.   Locate air terminal locations and cut small hole in ridge cap. 
7.   Install ridge cap by engaging onto Z closures. Minimum 4” lap on ridge cap with approved sealant in-between laps. 
8.   Apply 3/16”x7/8” butyl tape to small pipe boot and install over air terminal, attach to ridge cap using #10x1” self-sealing
       fasteners at 2” O.C. through butyl tape.
9.   Apply a bead of approved sealant above small pipe boot and tool in.
10. Drill holes through ridge cap hem and Z closure using the correct size drill bit at 18” O.C.
11. Install stainless steel pop rivets through hem of ridge cap, attaching to Z closure, at 18” O.C.
12. Remove all swarf, filings, and debris from area immediately upon completion.



1. Make sure structure is ready for installation. Install panels across roof until a penetration occurs. 
2. Layout penetration location by measuring distance up from eave and distance over from last panel rib. 
3. The Large Penetration Detail must be used if pipe boot flange is located within 1” of panel rib. 
4. Place 18ga. continuous support around penetration and attach with #10x1” DP3 pancake head fasteners.
5. Cut a hole in the panel that is 2” larger than the penetration and install panel.
6. Apply 3/16”x7/8” butyl tape to pipe boot, cut to the correct size for penetration and slide over top of pipe. Attach 
     to support framing using #10x1” self-sealing fasteners at 2” O.C. through butyl tape.
7. Install stainless steel pipe clamp at top of pipe boot and tighten accordingly. 
8. Apply a bead of approved sealant above pipe boot and tool in.



1.   Make sure structure is ready for installation. Install panels across roof until a penetration occurs. 
2.   Layout penetration location by measuring distance up from eave and distance over from last panel rib. 
3.   Place 18ga. continuous support around penetration and attach with #10x1” DP3 pancake head fasteners.
4.   Install lower panels, allow for a 12” panel lap on both sides of the penetration and 4” lap below.
5.   Layout matching flat sheet material that laps over lower panels a minimum of 4” below the penetration and includes a
       minimum 4” lap for upper panels above the penetration. Cut hole in flat sheet material that is 2” larger than the
       penetration and notch out lower panel ribs.
6.   Apply two rows 3/16”x7/8” butyl tape to underside, lower edge, of flat sheet and set in place. 
7.   Apply 3/16”x7/8” butyl tape to offset cleat and install over flat sheet using #10x1” DP3 pancake head fasteners at 
       4” O.C. through butyl tape with proper miters all corners.
8.   Install upper panels and engage panel hem onto offset cleat. Leave the required gap to allow for thermal expansion and
       contraction. Carefully crimp panel hem closed using hand seamers.
9.   Apply 3/16”x7/8” butyl tape to pipe boot, cut to the correct size for penetration and slide over top of pipe. Attach to
       flat sheet using #10x1” self-sealing fasteners at 2” O.C. through butyl tape.
10. Install stainless steel pipe clamp at top of pipe boot and tighten accordingly. 
11. Apply a bead of approved sealant above pipe boot and tool in.
12. Apply 3/16”x7/8” butyl tape to seam cover and place over panel rib. Attach seam cover and lower edge of flat sheet to
       lower panel with #10x1” self-sealing fasteners at 4” O.C. through butyl tape.



1. Make sure structure is ready for installation. Install panels across roof until a structural curb occurs. 
2. Place 18ga. continuous support around structural curb and attach with #10x1” DP3 pancake head fasteners.
3. Panel around lower half of curb, with side panels extending 8” up slope from lower corner, and ending 1” away 
     from curb, below curb. 
4. Apply two rows 3/16”x7/8” butyl tape to underside, lower edge, of architectural curb and set in place. Notch out
     architectural curb flange at panel rib locations using hand snips.  
5. Apply 3/16”x7/8” butyl tape to offset cleat and install over curb flange using #10x1” DP3 pancake head fasteners 
     at 4” O.C. through butyl tape with proper miters all corners. Maintain a 4” cleanout between offset cleat and side of
     architectural curb. 
6. Install upper panels and engage panel hem onto offset cleat. Leave the required gap to allow for thermal expansion and
     contraction. Carefully crimp panel hem closed using hand seamers.
7. Apply 3/16”x7/8” butyl tape to seam cover and place over panel ribs. Attach seam cover and lower edge of curb flange to
     lower panel with #10x1” self-sealing fasteners at 4” O.C. through butyl tape.


